Homeowner checklist to ensure your epoxy countertops are PERFECT.

We pride ourselves on the quality of your installation and want you to be 100% satisfied which is why we request the
below items.

INITIAL Epoxy is an art just like the “Mona Lisa” and “The Starry Night”. The only difference between Leonardo da Vinci
and Vincent van Gogh is that their minds and artistic hands acted together as one. We are the hands and you are the
mind with epoxy. We do our absolute best to create YOUR vision with a goal of YOU being excited and satisfied with the
end result. Every piece is unique and CAN not be replicated that’s what makes it awesome. Photos, renderings, granite,
quartz etc. is also unique. With that in mind, do we have your permission to create a unique piece of art in your home or
business?
INITIAL 6 hours prior to your epoxy pour your home or business needs to be at least 70 degrees
INITIAL Areas of your home where epoxy was installed need to remain at constant 70 degrees or above
INITIAL DUST FREE ZONES – all areas of EPOXY. No fans or direct air blowing on surfaces.
INITIAL Please do not touch epoxy for 72 hours.
INITIAL Leave lights off in epoxy areas as much as possible during the first 72 hours
INITIAL Do not run dishwasher if under epoxy area for 30 days
INITIAL Please only light use on epoxy countertops for 30 days
INITIAL No heavy appliances, bowls, bottles, Crockpot, InstaPot, Coffee Maker etc. as they may leave marks as the
epoxy is in its final cure stage.
INITIAL “Spills HAPPEN” so please wipe clean ASAP and only use warm soapy water on your epoxy areas.

We are excited to get started your project as we are sure you are too. Please sign below to show your vested interest
into making your epoxy project as successful as possible.

Signature_______________________________________________Date ___________________

